Traditionally, recommender systems for the web deal with applications that have two dimensions, users and items. Based on access data that relate these dimensions, a recommendation model can be built and used to identify a set of N items that will be of interest to a certain user. In this paper we propose a multidimensional approach, called DaVI (Dimensions as Virtual Items), that enables the use of common two-dimensional top-N recommender algorithms for the generation of recommendations using additional dimensions (e.g., contextual or background information). We empirically evaluate our approach with two different top-N recommender algorithms, Item-based Collaborative Filtering and Association Rules based, on two real world data sets. The empirical results demonstrate that DaVI enables the application of existing twodimensional recommendation algorithms to exploit the useful information in multidimensional data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Most web sites offer a large number of information resources to their users. Finding relevant content has, thus, become a challenge for users. Recommender systems have emerged in response to this problem. A recommender system for the web is an information filtering technology which can be used to output an ordered list of items/recommendations that are likely to be of interest to the user [1] .
Traditionally, the data that are most often available for recommender systems are web access logs that represent accesses from users to pages. Therefore, the most common recommender systems focus on these two dimensions. Based on access data that relate these dimensions, a recommendation model can be built and used to identify a set of N pages that are expected to be of interest to a certain user. However, other dimensions, such as time and type of content (e.g., genre of music the user is listening to a music portal) of the accesses, can be used as additional information. They may capture the context or background information in which recommendations are being made to improve their performance. For example, a system may recommend different vacation packages in summer or in winter.
In this paper we present a multidimensional approach, called DaVI (Dimensions as Virtual Items), that enables the application of traditional two-dimensional recommender algorithms for the generation of recommendations using additional dimensions. The DaVI approach was introduced in an earlier workshop paper [2] , where preliminary ideas of the approach were described. In this paper we formalize the DaVI approach and describe an algorithm that instantiates it. We also evaluate the approach using two real world data sets and compare it against to the previously introduced combined reduction approach [3] .
II. DIMENSIONS AS VIRTUAL ITEMS
The idea behind DaVI is to treat additional dimensions as virtual items, using them together with the regular items in a recommender system. Here, we assume that virtual items are only used to build the recommendation model and not recommended. On the other hand, regular items are used to build the model and they can also be recommended.
Let p be the number of users U = {u 1 , u 2 , ..., u p } and q the number of all possible items that can be recommended I = {i 1 , i 2 , ..., i q }. In addition, we have other dimensions (e.g., contextual or background information), D = {D 1 , D 2 , ..., D t }, where each dimension D comprehends a set of values, i.e., D = {d 1 , d 2 , ..., d f }. For example, the dimension Hour can define a set of integer values from 1 to 24. Now, let j be the number of multidimensional sessions in a web site S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s j }. Each session s is a tuple defined by a user u ∈ U , a set of accessed items I s ⊆ I and a set D s ⊆ D 1 ∪ D 2 ∪ ... ∪ D t containing all the dimension values associated with the session s , i.e., s = u, I s , D s .
A multidimensional session can have two types of dimensions in terms of granularity: session-based dimensions and item-based dimensions. If a single dimension D is sessionbased, a session s = u, I s , D s has a single dimension value (virtual item) d ∈ D s associated to the session s . Here, the dimension value d can represent, for example, the hour or location from where the session is accessed. On the other hand, if the dimension D is item-based, a session s = u, I s , D s = u, {i 1 , ..., i q }, {d 1 , ..., d q } has the dimension values (virtual items) d 1 , ..., d q associated to respective items i 1 , ..., i q in the session s . For example, if the dimension values d 1 , ..., d q represent the genre of songs in a music web site, we will have the values associated to songs (items) in the session and not directly to the session as presented in the first case.
The DaVI approach consists in converting each multidimensional session s = u, I s , D s into an extended twodimensional session s = u, I s ∪ D s , where the values of the additional dimensions in D s are used as virtual items together with the regular items in I s . The DaVI approach can also be applied to a subset of dimensions or even to a single dimension. For example, a multidimensional session s = u, I s , D s = u, {i 1 , ..., i q }, {d 1 , ..., d q } , with a single dimension D s ⊆ D 1 , can be converted into an extended two-dimensional session s = u, I s ∪D s = u, {i 1 , ..., i q , d 1 , ..., d q } . Thus, we define the DaVI approach as an operator that converts a set of multidimensional sessions into a set of extended two-dimensional sessions,
where S is the set of extended two-dimensional sessions, S is the set of multidimensional sessions and D ⊆ D is a set indicating which dimension values in S must be converted to virtual items. Once we have a set of extended two-dimensional sessions S , building/learning a multidimensional recommendation model M consist in applying a two-dimensional recommender algorithm on S . Then, to generate the recommendations, we use the multidimensional model M providing to it with the items and additional dimensions (transformed in virtual items by the DaVI approach) from the active user session s a = u a , I s a ∪ D s a as follows:
where I s a ∪ D s a is referred to a set of observable items O, and it contains the items (I s a ) and dimension values (D s a ) which are, respectively, the regular and virtual items from the active user session s a . R is a set of items/recommendations, such that R ⊂ I and R ∩ O = ∅, that are the most relevant/interesting for the user u a according to the model M . As stated before, virtual items can not be recommended. Thus, we apply a filter on the recommendations generated by the model M in order to guarantee that the model will never recommend virtual items. One important advantage of our approach is that it can be combined with different recommendation methods. This means that DaVI makes it easy to apply existing recommender algorithms to multidimensional data and obtain multidimensional models without changing the algorithms.
III. DAVI-BEST ALGORITHM
An important issue with respect to the DaVI approach is to determine which dimensions should be considered in the recommendation model, given that some dimensions are more informative than others. In this section, we address this problem by proposing the DaVI-BEST algorithm that evaluates and selects the best dimension in a data set to build the multidimensional recommendation model.
To determine the best dimension for a given top-N recommender algorithm A, the DaVI-BEST algorithm first applies the DaVI approach on each candidate dimension and builds its respective multidimensional recommendation model. Then, it evaluates each model and selects the best dimension, i.e., the one whose recommendation model presents the best performance. The DaVI-BEST algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DaVI-BEST algorithm
where each session s is a tuple defined by a user u ∈ U , a set of accessed items I s ⊆ I and a set of dimension values Firstly, the algorithm sets to "∅" (empty set) the variables μ F , μ F ,D and D + . The variables μ F and μ F ,D denote the values of the evaluation measure (F1, in this case) for each fold in F and dimension in D. The variable D + stores the informative dimensions and respective F1 values in the form < dimension, F 1 values >. Here, a dimension is informative if its respective multidimensional model presents an F1 value significantly higher than the F1 value of the two-dimensional model. In line 4, the function create-folds partitions the sessions into n folds which are used to evaluate the dimensions through their respective multidimensional recommendation models. The evaluation is carried out using the All But One protocol [4] with the n-fold cross validation technique [5] .
The next step (lines 5-8) consists of building n twodimensional models from all folds but one and evaluating them on the remaining fold. To build a model, we can use any two-dimensional top-N recommender algorithm. The function A builds a model and the function eval evaluates it against the validation set, calculating the F1 metric. These F1 values will be used as reference to evaluate the performance of the multidimensional models in lines 14-16.
The evaluation and selection of informative dimensions are performed in the lines 9-17 of the Algorithm 1. Lines 10-13 build the multidimensional models for each fold and evaluate them on the corresponding validation data (using the function eval to compute the F1 metric). The function DaVI converts a set of multidimensional sessions into a set of extended two-dimensional sessions, as described in Section II. Lines 14-16 analyze whether the F1 values of the multidimensional models are significantly higher than the F1 values of their respective pure two-dimensional models (without additional dimensions) or not. The analysis is performed using the function t-test that computes a one-sided paired t-test with a 95% confidence level (significance level α = 0.05). In line 15, the dimensions that are informative are stored in the set D + with their respective F1 values.
Finally, we test whether the set D + is empty or not. If it is not, we use the function argmax to return the dimension D + ∈ D + which provides the highest F1 value (line 19). Then, using the dimension D + , we apply the DaVI approach on the whole set of sessions S to build the final multidimensional recommendation model (line 20). If the set D + is empty, we use the whole set of sessions S to build the pure two-dimensional model (line 22). The final multidimensional or two-dimensional recommendation model is returned in line 24 of the Algorithm 1.
Once we have a recommender model in M , we can generate the recommendations. If M contains a pure twodimensional model M , we generate the set of N recommendations R as usual. On the other hand, if M contains a multidimensional model M , we generate the recommendations following the equation 2.
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our DaVI approach with two top-N recommender algorithms, Item-based Collaborative Filtering (CF) [6] and Association Rules based (AR) [7] .
The evaluation is carried out on two different data sets from Palco Principal 1 , a web site of Portuguese music. The first one, called Listener, contains accesses to music tracks 1 http://www.palcoprincipal.pt/ of the site. The data set has 62,208 accesses, 6,428 different items (music tracks) and 9,740 sessions. The second data set, called Playlist, represents the set of music tracks explicitly selected by users to include in their individual playlist. The data set has 37,022 accesses, 5,428 different items (music tracks) and 4,417 sessions.
The additional dimensions for both data sets are presented in Table I . The first group of dimensions is related to the time and location of the accesses and it is obtained by pre-processing web access data. The second one consists of domain specific information and it is collected from the content management system (CMS) of the web site. To measure the predictive ability of the recommender systems, we calculate the Precision, Recall and F1 metrics using the All But One protocol with 10-fold cross validation. Then, for each metric, the 10 global values are summarized using mean and standard deviation. To compare two recommendation algorithms, we apply the two-sided paired t-test, with a 95% confidence level, on the 10 global values of each metric. We run the experiments for N equal 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10, where N is the number of items to be recommended by the top-N recommender systems.
We start the evaluation by comparing the DaVI-BEST recommender algorithm against the traditional two-dimensional version (user × item). We have summarized the results (i.e., F1 values) of our experiments in Table II . The values which are statistically significant are indicated in boldface. The character "*" indicates the highest value in each set of experiment (i.e., data set × base recommender × number of recommendations).
In Table II , we can see that the DaVI-BEST algorithm provides a great potential to improve the predictive ability of top-N recommender systems (with 15 of the highest values). When the base recommender is CF, the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents F1 gains ranging from 11.9% to 33.7% (Listener), and from 7.6% to 25.4% (Playlist). For AR models, we have F1 average gains of 26.16% (Listener) and 13.66% (Playlist).
Additionally, in Table II , we also present results for the state of the art combined reduction-based approach (C. Reduction) [3] . Briefly, this approach uses the values of the dimensions as labels for segmenting web accesses. It consists of the following two phases. First, using the training data, a recommendation method is run for each segment (e.g., accesses on Mondays would be a segment) to determine which ones outperform the traditional twodimensional model (using only user-item information). Second, taking into account the dimension of the active session, we choose the best segment to build a model and make the recommendations. The best segment is the one whose model has the highest F1 value. To the best of our knowledge, this approach is considered the first one for multidimensional recommender systems. Our results also demonstrate that the DaVI-BEST algorithm presents better results (i.e., Precision, Recall and F1) than the combined reduction-based algorithm. In Figure 1 , we show the results for the Listener data set. There, we have Precision gains ranging from 11.7% to 33.7%, Recall gains from 11.3% to 33.7%, and F1 gains from 11.9% to 33.7%. 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a multidimensional recommendation approach called DaVI (Dimensions as Virtual Items). It consists in using the values of the additional dimensions as (virtual) items. It is combined with traditional two-dimensional recommender algorithms to generate recommendations using additional dimensions (e.g., contextual or background information). The main advantage of this approach is that it can be combined with different existing two-dimensional recommender algorithms. The results of our empirical evaluation have showed that the DaVI-BEST algorithm is able to take advantage of the information in multidimensional data to improve the predictive ability of top-N recommender systems.
There are several directions to be explored in future research. For example, the DaVI approach can be tried with other recommender algorithms, such as Markov Models. It would also be important to further challenge the DaVI approach with new data sets, in order to validate the conclusions of this paper.
